
PICTURE DESCRIPTION DISCUSSION

• WHY?  What are the Benefits? 

• What to Do and What to Avoid

• Insights from Readers– thank you Lori and Dave!

• Questions and Concerns from Readers

• A Few Samples



WHY? 

• Enhanced Experience for Listeners: 

• Context, Understanding, Fun

• Creative Experience for Reader 

• Flexibility for Time (More or Less)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Reading is your first priority; Utilize the captions- evaluate context Pictures are an additional component- but sometimes really are  vital component to content.  So this overview can give folks that are interested the tools to describe more often and those that are hesitant the chance to at least have the basics for the times when you discern it to be needed for understanding.  Saves time if the picture caption and image is the whole of the storyBuys time if you are with very little content



DO’S  

• NEUTRAL, OBJECTIVE - what you SEE

• General FIRST then SPECIFIC 

• Clear and Concise 

• PRESENT tense;  ACTIVE voice; Imaginative Language

• Describe the Physical Features of the Face– NOT its meaning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Neutral– just like in our reading– stay away from subjective judgementsGive Credit to the photographer if it is thereGeneral FIRST the SPECIFIC	 (color or black and white; a crowded grocery store, then the people and what they are doing)Clear and Concise 	( think a poem vs a story, bullet points vs a paragraph)Give more than what is in the caption 	(and if there is not much more to give, just use the caption; CREDIT ) Captions are generally repeated word for word in the body of the story. Rather than be redundant, choose where you will say that part, and say it only once. If you say that phrase as a caption, cross it out in the article. If you read it in the article, paraphrase the caption.Present tense, active voice rather than passive	(A tree stands in a forest  vs. the photo shows there is a tree in the forest)Describe the Physical Features of the Face– not its meaning	 (frowning vs sad; furrowed brow vs angry; 



AVOID

• “We see…” or “The picture shows…”. 

• Aesthetic judgments of the photo or what it shows. “Beautiful… 
Awesome”

• Censorship. 

• Interpreting facial expressions…Any other assumptions. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“We see…” or “The picture shows…”. 	It’s better to have something in the picture be the subject of your sentence, instead of using filler phrases like these. (However, “In the photo…” as an introductory phrase is fine.)Aesthetic judgments of the photo or what it shows. 	For example, avoid “We see a beautiful landscape...” Instead, just say what you see in the picture, e.g., “Dozens of pine trees stand under a clear, blue sky.”Censorship. 	If an image is violent or depicts something politically charged, describe it in objective, frank language. Be clinical if necessary.Interpreting facial expressions. 	You don’t know if a person is truly happy, sad, etc.	You do know that they have a furrowed brow, pursed lips, etc.Any other assumptions. 	Use facts you know (including from the story or caption), not your interpretation of what they mean.



INSIGHTS 
FROM LORI AND DAVE
AND SHARE OUR QUESTIONS AND CONCERNS 



LET’S TRY IT



TAKE A MOMENT 

WRITE  YOUR DRAFT 

AND THEN WE WILL SHARE

Sample Description:  In the photo-

“A crowd of around of a dozen people 
stand looking at a flat-panel TV on a wall. 
Several children stand in front, with 
adults behind. All in the crowd have 
hands raised and open-mouthed smiles. 
Two in the crowd hold small Indian flags. 
The TV displays a crowd of adults in a 
control room who are smiling and 
clapping.”



TAKE A MOMENT 

WRITE  YOUR DRAFT 

AND THEN WE WILL SHARE

Sample Description:  In the photo

“In a nighttime scene, a broad wildfire 
blazes bright orange on a mountainside. 
The fire engulfs hundreds of tall trees. 
Below the line of the fire’s advance stand 
several multi-story houses, some with 
lights on inside. More trees surround the 
houses.”



TAKE A MOMENT 

WRITE  YOUR DRAFT 

AND THEN WE WILL SHARE

Sample Description: 

“On a wide, paved plaza, a man performs a 
BMX bicycle stunt.   A crowd of adults and 
children look on from the background. The 
man holds the handlebars of the bicycle as he 
balances with one foot on a peg on the rear 
wheel. The bicycle balances vertically on its 
rear tire. He wears a bicycle helmet and 
clothing and has a wide, open-mouthed smile.”



TAKE A MOMENT 

WRITE  YOUR DRAFT 

AND THEN WE WILL SHARE
Sample Description:  In the photo

“A small group of people stand outside near the 
blacksmith shop at Fort Wayne’s Old Fort. They wear 
1800s period clothing. Those in the foreground hold 
muskets.

A flash and a cloud of smoke emerge from the muzzle 
of one of the muskets, while a smaller cloud of smoke 
emerges from the musket’s firing mechanism, near the 
trigger. Another member of the group carries a pistol 
and a curved sword. 

A kneeling figure in the background holds a flag on a 
pole.”



PRACTICE 
WITH YOUR OWN 
IMAGES 
NEXT TIME YOU ARE ON FACEBOOK AND POST A PICTURE TRY DESCRIBING IT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://americananthro.org/accessibility/image-descriptions/https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XRfOBhrGZt0https://www.accessguide.io/guide/image-descriptions
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